READY TO

LAUNCH?
Epic Hyperdrive is coming. Are you ready for takeoff? Before you throttle up,
make sure you’ve charted the right course to content services success
Imagine your task is to pick a
vehicle that will send astronauts
to the moon. You need to make a
decision, because, either way, those
astronauts are headed to space.

stick with an older rocket docked
out back because you like the way
it flies, doesn’t impact the budget,
and will hopefully help your
astronauts make it to the moon?

Do you choose the safer, simpleto-pilot capsule, navigated with
innovative technology? Or do you

Healthcare organizations that
employ Epic’s electronic medical
record (EMR) will soon make a

similar choice. As Epic transitions
to Hyperdrive, its new web-based
browser platform, hospitals will
have to decide whether to stick
with their current content services
solution or choose something new.
How do you choose? We have
some thoughts.

STICKING WITH WHAT
YOU’VE GOT?
Even if your current enterprise content management solution integration with Epic
works well, that could change when your organization moves to Hyperdrive. Talk to
your vendor to ensure you won’t see any loss in functionality, productivity or adverse
patient outcomes.

DANGER! DANGER!

A BAD FEELING

Without a seamless integration with

Loss of information access creates

Hyperdrive, your hospital risks losing
access to vital patient data

both clinician frustration and the
potential for poor patient outcomes
when care decisions are made on

SECURITY ALERT
Any disconnection can jeopardize
your hospital’s ability to recover from
a disaster or an unexpected event

incomplete information

JOIN THE HYLAND CREW
Hyland Healthcare’s longtime

THE ONE (AND ONLY)

COMPLETE ACCESS

our healthcare solutions provide a

Hyland is the only content services

Access all non-EMR content,

seamless integration with EpicCare

platform vendor that delivers a direct

from EKGs to clinical images,

and other applications, empowering

integration with Epic Cloud

from within Epic

MORE THAN 50%

40 AND GROWING

Epic customers rely on OnBase

Integrated Epic applications

collaboration with Epic ensures

customers by securely capturing,
managing, viewing and instantly
sharing vital patient information to
clinicians when and where they need
it. That strategy won’t change with
Epic Hyperdrive.

CHOOSE THE
RIGHT FOUNDATION
Even though you may not be moving to Epic Hyperdrive until 2022, it is
advantageous to make the move to OnBase Foundation now. “Why now?”
Well, for a few reasons.

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

ENHANCED PERFORMANCE

GREATER SECURITY

New enhancements, like the ability

Updates provide improved solution

Advanced functionality enhances

to speed correction of deficiencies,

performance while simultaneously

viewer privacy and activity audits

boost staff output

reducing costs

ROCKET TO THE CLOUD
When it’s time to transition to Epic
Hyperdrive and OnBase Foundation,
customers can choose to retain their
solutions on-premises, though that
decision could require investment in

DATA AT LIGHTSPEED

DISASTER RECOVERY

An integrated Hyland Cloud

Access to critical solutions — and

and Epic Cloud delivers data to

a support staff — from virtually

clinicians instantly

anywhere at anytime

HIT FREEDOM

SCALABLE FOR GROWTH

added web servers and the IT staff
to maintain them. Instead, consider
a move to a SaaS solution, like the
Hyland Cloud. It can seem a bit
daunting at first, but this is the perfect
time to make the change. Plus, the

From upgrades and installs to servers

The flexibility, computing power

benefits outweigh any butterflies.

and security, Hyland manages it all

and scalability to respond quickly
to new demands

SECURE PATIENT INFO
Independent layers of security
continuously protect critical patient
data and more

For more information, visit HylandHealthcare.com
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